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Capsule Products

Vcaps® Capsules

Vcaps® capsul js are two-piece capsules made from cellulosic raw materials that
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and c"ltura ' needs- Vcaps are an attractive, preservative-
free^ a II natural dosage form that retains all the advantages of standard two-piece
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effective,y ma!* ^te and odor, and allow product visibility.Th,s capsule of plant ongin meets the strict dietary needs of customers that choose
vegetanan. as v/eH as Kosher lifestyles.
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Do you want tc broaden the "natural" appeal of your products?
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di8ta,y supplements will be inaturayy" drawn to Vcaps. .»o»t0With Vegetanar Society approval, as well as Kosher certification, you can tap
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^J^ifHSf for natural Products. Having an "all natural" J
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product addition will also build the trust and value of your entire brand offering. =

Can you take batter advantage of the growing market for dietary
supplements? *
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Adding a line of products that use Vcaps capsules will not only
^veyoumore Ir ipact In the market, but you will also benefit from
capsugeL's efforts to communicate the significant customer
benefits of this e <clting product line. Vcaps capsules are
advertised exten sively In consumer and trade publications, and
are promoted at eadlng Industry trade shows.

Formulated with HPMC (HydroxypropyJ Methylceliutose), Vcaps
capsules are ala

. available with natural printing inks that can
uniquely brand a id Identify your products. In addition, Vcaps run
smoothly on all h gh-speed and semi-automatic filling machines.

As with all CAPS JGEL products, you can be assured of the
and
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- Vcaps capsules are manufactured in a GMP facility that me-Si nf^
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'-^mPfenzed process control stations monitor key manufacturing process ,certificate of anal /sis is included in every production batch.

Vcaps Capsules Size Information
Download a Vcaps brochure.
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ary SuPPiements Product & Business Development Services.

Contact Us for mere information or to arrange a technical presentation.
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